
Be Ready! Make Sure You Can Get Windows
10 Working if Disaster Strikes!

If you switched on your PC one day and Windows
didn’t start, would you know what to do? Ideally
you’d insert a Windows 10 installation DVD to use its
recovery tools, but if you upgraded to Windows 10
rather than buying it, you probably don’t have one
of those.

In that case, what you need is a ‘recovery drive’ that
does an equivalent job – but you need to create it
before you have problems! Read on to learn how to create this
recovery drive and how to use it to get your PC working again
if disaster does strike..
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This article shows you how to:

� Create a Windows 10 recovery drive on a USB stick

� Fix startup problems using your recovery drive

� Reinstall Windows 10 if all else fails
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The Recovery Drive Explained: Why You 
Need One
Windows 10 may be newer, more secure and more reliable
than any other version, but things can still go wrong. In the
worst cases, you can find that Windows simply won’t start
after you switch on your PC.

There could be all sorts of causes for this. Perhaps a piece of
software you installed has messed up some vital settings;
perhaps a power cut switched off your PC without giving
Windows a chance to shut itself down – or perhaps you cut
the PC’s power yourself. It could even be the case that a
Windows update wasn’t tested as thoroughly as it should
have been by Microsoft and has left you with a non-working
system. (It wouldn’t be the first time!)

For years and years, through numerous versions of Wind-
ows, something like this wouldn’t have been a disaster. We
always bought our copies of Windows – either in a box from
a shop or with a new PC – and therefore we’d have a
Windows CD or DVD safely tucked away.

If something went wrong and we couldn’t get Windows to
start, we could pop this disc into the drive, tell the computer
to ‘boot’ (start up) from the DVD rather than the hard drive,
and then use the tools on that disc to repair or reinstall
Windows. It was a pain to have to do all that, of course, but
at least it could be done! So, if you run into the kind of
problem I mentioned above, you don’t have a Windows 10
DVD tucked away to help you out of it!

With Windows 10, however, you almost certainly don’t have
a DVD. Almost everyone using this latest version of Windows
got it by upgrading from Windows 8.1 or Windows 7 since
Microsoft has always made it possible to do this for free.

Fortunately there’s an alternative, but it’s one you have
to create yourself. With a few straightforward steps, Win-
dows 10 can create a ‘recovery drive’ for you which works

Recovery Drive: Repair Your Windows 10 PCR 125/2
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Windows 10
won’t start?

There are several
likely reasons

In the past we’d
fix it with a
Windows disc

Most Windows
10 users don’t
have a disc

Instead you 
can create a
‘recovery drive’
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in a similar way to an installation disc. The difference is
that it’s created on a USB flash drive rather than a DVD,
since a DVD doesn’t have enough space to hold all the
required files.

Just like those installation DVDs, this recovery drive acts as
a kind of insurance policy. With luck, you’ll never need to
use it: as I’ll explain later, even if Windows 10 won’t start
for some reason, it may be able to fix itself.

But if you ever do need it, you’ll be glad you took the
trouble to create it! Besides the cost of a 16 GB flash drive
(roughly £5–10) if you don’t have a spare one to hand, it
just takes a couple of minutes to follow some simple steps.
You then leave Windows to do the rest by itself (which
might take up to an hour, but doesn’t involve you at all). 

Before you start
What you’ll need, then, is two things: a flash drive and a
little time to spare.

The flash drive must be able to hold at least 8 GB, but you
may find you need a 16 GB drive so that’s what I’d
recommend. These drives are so cheap nowadays that the
difference in price between 8 and 16 GB should be as little
as a couple of pounds, so if you have to buy one, it’s not
worth taking the chance that the smaller drive would suffice.
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A few clicks 
and it’s done

You need a 16
GB USB flash
drive

If you already have the odd flash drive lying around, it
should have its capacity marked on it. It’s fine to use a
larger-capacity drive, such as a 32 GB or 64 GB drive if
you have one spare, but you won’t be able to use the
extra space on the drive for anything else: Windows
erases the drive and its use is then devoted entirely to
being a recovery drive.
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Allow more 
than an hour 
for the job

Open the 
Control Panel

Search for
‘recovery’
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After you’ve followed the steps to begin creating your
recovery drive, Windows will need an hour or so to copy
the necessary files to the drive, as I mentioned above, so
choose a time to do this when you’ll be able to leave your
PC running for, say, a couple of hours to be on the safe side.

Step by Step: Creating Your Windows 10
Recovery Drive
With your flash drive at the ready and some time to spare,
you’re ready to create your recovery drive. Here’s what to do:

: 1.  Start by connecting your flash drive to a USB socket
on your PC. When you do this, you may see a
notification in the bottom-right corner of the screen
saying ‘Select what happens with removable drives’:
if so, just ignore it and it will disappear. Alternatively,
a window may open or a program may start: if that
happens, just close the window.

2.  Now open the Windows Control Panel. To do that,
press the key to open the Start menu, type the
word control and click on Control Panel.

3.  When the Control Panel window opens, click in the
‘Search Control Panel’ box in its top-right corner and
type the word recovery .

4.  Windows immediately searches for settings related to
‘recovery’ and you’ll see them listed in the window,
as pictured in the following screenshot. Below the
large ‘System’ heading, click the words Create a
recovery drive .

5.  As soon as you do this, your screen will darken and
you’ll see a security prompt from Security Account
Control. Click the Yes button to continue.

1

2
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Be sure to
include
‘system files’

6.  Now you’ll see a window headed ‘Recovery Drive’,
pictured below. In this window, make sure there’s a tick
beside Back up system files to the recovery drive
(if there isn’t, tick that box!), and then click the Next
button  .

7.  This leads to a new page headed ‘Please wait’, and
you really will find yourself waiting a minute or so.
Whatever happens at this point, it doesn’t happen
very quickly! Just sit tight, and you’ll then be taken
to the page pictured in the next screenshot.

8.  There are several things to check or change in this
step:

3

4

2
1

3

4
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Large enough
flash drive?

It will be 
erased

Click your flash
drive in the list

•  First is the capacity of flash drive required . I
mentioned earlier that this could be 8 GB or 16 GB,
and this note tells you. If you took my advice and
plumped for a 16 GB drive, you should be fine either
way.

•  Second is the note that everything on the flash drive
will be deleted . If your flash drive isn’t currently
empty, are you sure it doesn’t contain anything you
want to keep? If it does, now is the time to open File
Explorer (by pressing + ) and copy those files
to your hard drive, because Windows is about to
erase the flash drive!

•  Third, you’ll see a list of the USB drives currently
connected to your PC. It’s quite likely that you’ll see
just one drive in the list, probably named ‘Removable
Disk’, this being the flash drive you plugged in
earlier. However, if you also have an external hard
drive connected to your PC (or, much less likely,
you’ve plugged in another flash drive as well) you’ll
see that listed here too. Identify the flash drive you
plan to use for your recovery drive and click it to
select it , and then click Next .

E

5
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8
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Create your
recovery drive

You can continue
to use your PC

9.   This leads you to one final warning that everything
on your flash drive is about to be deleted. Assuming
your flash drive was empty when you started, or
you’ve already copied anything you need from it,
you’re ready to continue: click the Create button .

10.  Now you’ll find yourself looking at the window
pictured below, containing a wide progress bar. As I
mentioned earlier, this is the part that takes the time
– Windows is copying all the required files to your
flash drive – and it could take up to an hour. This
would be a good time to go and do something more
entertaining or, if you choose, get on with some
other work on your PC. (If you choose the latter,
your PC may respond slightly more slowly than
usual, but it should still be perfectly useable.)

9

While this stage is taking place, don’t switch off or shut
down your PC, and don’t unplug your flash drive! If you 

9

!
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Windows Won’t Start? Always Try This First
The phrase ‘Windows 10 won’t start’ is actually rather a
vague one – it could mean several different things.
Ultimately, of course, it means that after switching on your 

11.  If you take an occasional look at this ‘Recovery
Drive’ window, you’ll eventually find that it’s
finished the job and the window simply says ‘The
recovery drive is ready’. Click the Finish button at
the bottom to close this window (and you can also
close the Control Panel window you opened at the
beginning of these steps, if you haven’t already).

12.  Finally, unplug your flash drive from your PC and
put its protective cap on (if it has one). The final
step is to put the flash drive somewhere you’ll be
able to find it if you need it – and to know what it
is when you see it! Since you can’t usually write on
a flash drive, my advice is to write Windows 10
Recovery Drive on an envelope, put the flash drive
inside it and seal it.
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Click Finish

Keep this drive
somewhere safe

What happens
when you try to
start the PC?

do have to stop the process for any reason, click the
Cancel button at the bottom of the window to ensure
that Windows stops what it’s doing in an organised way. 

Incidentally, one thing you might notice along the way
is that Windows 10 has changed the name of your flash
drive to ‘RECOVERY’ in place of ‘Removable Disk’ or any
other name you might have given it yourself. So, if you
do ever lose track of which of your flash drives is your
recovery drive, just plug them into your PC one by one
and look at their names in File Explorer.
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PC one day, you don’t get as far as signing into Windows and
seeing your desktop – something goes wrong along the way.
The question is: what happened, and how can you fix it?

If Windows doesn’t start, that will generally happen in either
of two ways.

Situation 1: you see nothing but an error message
You switch on your PC and almost immediately you see a
white-on-black error message saying something like Non-
system disk error or No bootable device. There’s no sign
that anything more is going to happen and – in this type of
case – it’s almost certain that nothing will.

The first thing to check is whether one of your PC’s disks or
drives is interfering with the startup process. It’s a long shot,
but it’s always worth a try! Open the CD/DVD drive to see if
there’s a disc inside and, if there is, remove it. If your PC has
a memory card slot or a card reader, check whether a
memory card is inserted and either eject the card or, if the
card reader is plugged into a USB socket, unplug it. Similarly,
if there are any USB drives plugged into your computer –
flash drives or external hard drives – unplug those.

Now switch off your PC by pressing its power switch. (In
this situation, that’s perfectly safe to do since Windows isn’t
running.) Wait a few seconds, then switch on the PC again
and see if the startup procedure is successful this time.

If the situation hasn’t changed, you’ll have to use your
recovery drive to fix the problem: skip ahead to page 11.

Situation 2: Windows begins to start up, but stops
You see signs that Windows 10 is beginning to start, and
perhaps the light-blue ‘window’ logo appears in the middle
of your screen, but then something goes wrong. The startup
procedure comes to a halt, and either the computer restarts
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Just an error
message?

Disconnect disks
and drives

Try starting the
PC a few times

Windows stops
before it ever
gets started
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Try restarting
the computer
yourself

It may 
restart itself
automatically

You may reach
repair tools that
are on your 
hard drive
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itself or you are left looking at a white-on-black error
message.

•  If you’re stuck looking at an error message, wait a
minute or so to see if anything further happens: the PC
may yet restart itself. If it doesn’t, switch it off, wait a
few seconds and then switch it back on. It’s worth doing
this up to three times if necessary: after the third failed
attempt, you may arrive at a blue-and-white Automatic
Repair screen, explained below. If this never happens,
you’ll have to use your recovery drive to fix the problem
instead: skip ahead to page 11.

•  If your PC gets some of the way through loading Win-
dows and then suddenly restarts itself, leave it to do that.
The same may happen several times, but – again – allow
it to happen. A useful feature of Windows 10 is that if it
detects that it has failed to start three times in a row, it
should take you to the blue-and-white Automatic Repair
screen pictured below.

Regardless of exactly how you got here, if you do see this
Automatic Repair screen, it’s a welcome sign. It means that
you should be able to use recovery tools that are already
installed on your PC, rather than having to use your
recovery drive. Click the Advanced options button :
this leads you to the Choose an option screen pictured on
page 12 and you can continue following the recovery steps
from there.

1

1
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You haven’t
reached the
built-in repair
tools

Use your
recovery drive

You may need to
adjust settings
in the BIOS

1.  Switch your PC off using its power button, if you
haven’t already.

2.  Plug your recovery drive into a USB socket on your PC.
3.  Switch on the PC and watch the screen carefully. If
you see a note telling you to press a particular key 
(or, more likely, ‘any key’) to boot from the USB drive,
do that.

4.  With luck, you’ll arrive at the Choose an option
screen pictured on the next page, and you can
continue from that point.

No Luck? Fix Windows 10 with Your
Recovery Drive
It may be that, as well as not starting Windows suc-
cessfully, your PC hasn’t offered any other help. Rather than
leading you to the ‘Automatic Repair’ screen explained
above, or anything else that might help you solve the
problem, it has simply left you to solve the problem yourself.

This is where you’ll be glad you created that recovery drive:
it’s time to find it and put it to use in getting your system
working again!

The first thing we need to do is to get your PC to start up
(or ‘boot’, to use the technical term) by reading that USB
recovery drive rather than the hard drive. Let’s tackle this
the simple, obvious way first: 

What you may find, however, is that your PC ignores the
flash drive and continues doing what it was doing before.
In that case, I’m afraid, you’ll have to do a little research in
your PC’s manual and/or online (if you can get your hands
on a computer with Internet access).

:
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I can’t tell you precisely what to do because it varies from one
computer to another. However, I’ll explain the information
you need to find, using the terms in which it will be described.
You want to find out how to enter your PC’s BIOS and change
the boot order (or boot device) to USB Flash Drive or
something very similar, and then exit the BIOS, saving the
new settings as you do. (In simpler terms, you’re telling your
PC to check whether there’s a USB drive inserted from
which it can boot before it tries to boot from the hard drive.)

When you start the PC from your recovery drive, you’ll
arrive at the Choose an option screen below. As I men-
tioned on page 10, you may alternatively have arrived here
via the ‘Automatic Repair’ screen. Either way, click on
Troubleshoot .1
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You arrive at
this screen

Your PC’s manual should certainly explain how to get into
the BIOS and do this, but you may not be able to find the
manual. If you can’t, have a look online. Either go to the
website of your PC’s manufacturer and search there for a
copy of the manual, or visit a search engine such as
Google (www.google.co.uk) and search for computer-make
boot usb (for example, acer boot usb or dell boot usb).

1
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Two routines to
get Windows 10
started

Find and fix
startup problems
automatically

From here, there are two routines we can use to try to get
your PC working again. The first is quickest and simplest,
with a good chance of success. If that doesn’t work for some
reason, you have the option of trying the second, but it
involves a little more upheaval.

Routine 1: use ‘Startup Repair’ to try to get
Windows to start
There’s a lot going on when Windows starts up, and all sorts
of things can put a spanner in the works. Fortunately,
among the recovery tools we’re using there’s one named
‘Startup Repair’ which examines everything involved in the
process and attempts to fix any problems it finds, and that’s
definitely the tool to use first.

Here’s what to do:

1.  Having just clicked Troubleshoot at the Choose an
option screen, you arrive at the screen pictured
below. Here, click on Advanced options .

2.  This leads you to a collection of ‘Advanced options’.
On this screen, click on Startup Repair .

2

3

:

2
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Click your
account name…

…and type 
your password

3.  For a short while you’ll see a black screen with the
words ‘Preparing Startup Repair’ and then you’ll
arrive at the first step of the Startup Repair screen.
On this screen, you’ll see a list of the Windows
accounts set up on this PC. Click the name of your
own account (in my case, ‘Rob’).

4.  This leads you to a prompt to enter the password for
your account. Type your password into the box
and click Continue .

4

5
6

3

4

5

6
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The startup
settings are
checked

Has Windows
started?

If not, choose
what to do next

5.  Finally, you’ll arrive at a black ‘Diagnosing your PC’
screen like the one below, and you can sit back, cross
your fingers and wait. At this point, the Startup
Repair tool is looking for problems in the Windows
startup procedure and trying to repair any it finds.

6.  The big question is what happens next, and there are
two possibilities:

•  If this tool found and fixed any flaws in the startup
routine, it will automatically try to launch Windows.
So, if you’re lucky, you’ll know this has worked
because you’re invited to sign into your Windows
account in the usual way and you’ll arrive at your
desktop. In that case, you can unplug the recovery
drive from its USB socket (if you’d had to use it) and
put it away safely again.

•  It’s possible that this repair tool couldn’t find any
problems with the startup procedure, or couldn’t repair
them. In that case, you’ll arrive at the screen pictured
on the next page which explains the situation. Here
you have a choice of two options. One is to click Shut
down which switches off your PC: you might do
this if you want to call in outside help. The other is
to click Advanced options which returns you to
the Choose an option screen pictured on page 12:
you can do this and then click Troubleshoot if you’d
like to consider trying the second of our recovery
routines, which I’ll explain next.

7

8
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This routine
reinstalls
Windows…

…but it removes
your programs

1.  Having just clicked Troubleshoot at the Choose an
option screen ( in the screenshot on page 12),
you arrive at the screen pictured below. Here, click
on Reset this PC .

1

2

:

Routine 2: use ‘Reset this PC’ to reinstall
Windows 10
In the vast majority of cases when Windows won’t start due
to a technical fault of some sort, the ‘Startup Repair’ tool we
used in the previous routine will fix the problem and launch
you straight into Windows 10. 

When it doesn’t, there is another option but – as I mentioned
earlier – it involves more of an upheaval. This tool is named
‘Reset this PC’ and it reinstalls Windows 10 on your
computer. What that effectively does is to replace Windows
10 with itself. This ensures that any damaged files or
incorrect settings are put back to rights.

The reason I say it’s an upheaval is that it causes your
programs to be removed and Windows settings and options
to be reset to their defaults. All your personal files will still
be where they always were afterwards, but you’ll have to
reinstall your programs (or at least those you want to
continue using). To give you a little help in this regard,
Windows 10 does at least create a list of the programs you’ve
lost, as I’ll explain later. If you’d like to try this routine, here’s
what to do (and I recommend reading to the end of this article
before you start, so that you know exactly what to expect):

7 8
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8

Choose Keep 
my files

Click on
Windows 10

Check you made
the correct
choice…

…and begin

2.  This brings you to the screen shown below. Here, very
importantly, click on Keep my files . (You defin-
itely don’t want the ‘Remove everything’ option!)

3.  The next screen asks you to ‘Choose a target oper-
ating system’, and it almost certainly offers only one
option, ‘Windows 10’. Click on Windows 10.

4.  You’ll arrive at a screen confirming what will happen
next, with several bullet points, the most important
being: Reinstall Windows without removing your
personal files. Make absolutely sure it does say this:
if it doesn’t, this indicates you clicked the wrong item
in step 2, so click Cancel and start again!

5.  If you’re happy to go ahead with this routine, click
the Reset button.

3

2

3
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A long, but
automatic, job

Eventually you’ll
sign into
Windows 

You’ll have to
choose settings…

…and reinstall
the programs
you want to
continue using

6.  From here, everything happens without needing any
input from you. Your PC will restart and begin the
resetting procedure. When that’s been done, it will
begin reinstalling Windows 10. In each case, a
percentage figure will keep you posted about how
the task is getting along, and your PC will restart
itself automatically a few times along the way.

7.  The first time you’ll have to do anything after
following step 5 above is when you reach the
Windows 10 sign-in screen – an indication that the
reinstallation is complete and that your PC now
starts successfully. Sign into Windows in the usual
way and you’re ready to get to work.
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Unfortunately, as I mentioned earlier, some of that work is
going to involve reinstalling the programs you’ve lost and
setting other aspects of Windows the way you like them in
the Settings app, Control Panel, and so on.

Although the resetting procedure we just used has remo-ved
your programs, you’ll find a file named Removed Apps on
your desktop. Double-click this file and it will open in the
Microsoft Edge web browser. It contains a list of the programs
that were removed, saving you the need to try to remember
what you had. The names of some of these programs are
clickable links which will take you to the website from which
you can download the program again. For others, you’ll
either need to use the CD or DVD on which the program was
supplied, or track down its website yourself. An upheaval,
certainly, but you did at least get your PC working again! 

The ‘Installing Windows’ procedure has a tendency to
stick for a very long time at 99%! Simply leave it alone
to complete that final dawdling 1%. 

!
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